The design intentions of Diamond View Park is to celebrate the naturalistic and industrial landscape that it sits in within Oakridge, Oregon. The "beefyness" of the surrounding mountains and railroad tracks is seen as an opportunity rather than a constraint. The design includes moving the electric lines that run overhead of Dimond View Park to underground, while still maintaining the electric wooden poles as an element that provides an aspect of beefyness and a reminder of the industrial elements. Diamond View Park design also includes berms which mimic the mountainous landscape, to create a "beefy" element while still allowing for a human scale comfort level. The adventure playground area merges both the oversized concept as well as an industrial concept, in which the playground is made from recycled elements from railroads, tires, electric poles, etc. As the railroad track moves through Oakridge, winding and weaving through the mountains, each element of the park weaves together, creating a continuous and sinuous flow. The stitching element that weaves the berms, bmx track, and adventure playground together is an alley of quaking aspens. The alley of Aspens are multifunctional, not only weaving the park together, but also delineating a pathway, and providing aesthetic appeal that flutters one's ears as the wind blows and the train whistle by.